Description: In the era of computerization, the less and less we are able to use traditional techniques, such as such as painting, manual skills go of the past. Getting once learned need systematic 'review'. Project activities referred to students who want to consciously use the simplest form of artistic creation - [painting]. painting has its own components, something like a subcutaneous alphabet. Without these elements, we cannot do our work to piece together the right way. Classes have form of exercises and activities in the studio, the exercises shall be of a practical character. Describe the skills and knowledge that students will gain if they pass it. He/she has a knowledge about the elements of artistic expression in painting He/she knows the problems associated with the techniques used in painting work He/she recognizes the complexity of the creative process from concept to realization of the work of painting He/she knows how to use appropriate tools of the painting workshop He/she can create own artistic concepts having the necessary skills